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Analysis of plutonium isotopes in marine samples by radiometric,
ICP-MS and AMS techniques

S. H. Lee,* J. Gastaud,* J. J. La Rosa,* L. Liong Wee Kwong,* P. P. Povinec,* E. Wyse,* L. K. Fifield,**
P. A. Hausladen,** L. M. Di Tada,** G. M. Santos**

* International Atomic Energy Agency, Marine Environment Laboratory, MC-98012 Monaco
** Department of Nuclear Physics, Australian National University, Canberra, ACT 02000, Australia

(Received December 13, 2000)

IAEA reference materials (radionuclides in the marine environment) collected in areas affected by nuclear reprocessing plants and nuclear
weapons tests have been analysed by semiconductor alpha-spectrometry (SAS), liquid scintillation spectrometry (LSS) and mass spectrometric
techniques (high resolution ICP-MS and AMS) with the aim of developing analytical procedures and to study the geochemical behavior of
plutonium in the marine environment. The Pu results obtained by SAS, ICP-MS and AMS were in reasonably good agreement (R2 = 0.99). The
mean atom ratios of 240Pu/239Pu in IAEA reference materials, IAEA-134, 135 and 381 were (0.212±0.010), (0.211±0.004) and (0.242±0.004),
respectively. IAEA-384 (Fangataufa Lagoon Sediment) gave a 240Pu/239Pu mean atom ratio of 0.051±0.001. The results of 241Pu obtained by ICP-
MS and LSS also show reasonable agreement (R2 = 0.91). Pu isotopic signatures were useful in tracing Pu origin and in interpreting
biogeochemical processes involving Pu in the marine environment.

Introduction However, because of financial and operational
constraints, at present only a few laboratories are using
mass spectrometry techniques for the analysis of Pu in
marine samples.

The total inventory of Pu in the world’s oceans is
estimated to be around 20 PBq since its introduction into
the marine environment over 50 years ago. The open
ocean Pu distribution is due to global fallout, however,
there are visible contributions over this background
which are mainly due to discharges from reprocessing
plants (e.g., Sellafield, La Hague) and close-in fallout
from nuclear bomb tests (e.g., the Marshall Islands,
Mururoa and Fangataufa Atolls). Because of the
different inputs of Pu and its non-conservative behavior,
Pu concentrations in seawater, sediment and biota vary
considerably.

The purpose of this study is to compare various
analytical procedures for the analysis of Pu isotopes
(238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu, and 241Pu) in the marine
environment.

Experimental

Sample preparation, radiometrics and ICP-MS
analyses were carried out at the IAEA Marine
Environment Laboratory, Monaco and AMS
measurements were done at the Australian National
University, Canberra.

In the past, large volume samples were required to
analyse Pu isotopes in the marine environment as their
activities had been decreasing due to biogeochemical
(scavenging, sedimentation, etc.) and transportation
processes as a result of the moratorium on atmospheric
bomb tests which took place in 1963.1 Therefore, much
effort has been made to improve analytical procedures
for the analysis of Pu isotopes using various techniques.
Semiconductor alpha-spectrometry (SAS) has been the
most widely used technique, however, it has several
disadvantages, e.g., low sensitivity, long counting times,
and problems with the separation of 239Pu and 240Pu
isotopes. Liquid scintillation spectrometry (LSS),2–4

because of its lower energy resolution cannot compete
with SAS, however, this technique has proved useful for
the analysis of the soft beta-emitter 241Pu. Recently, high
resolution inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS),5–8 accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)9–11

and thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS)12–16

have been introduced to improve the sensitivity of the
analysis of Pu isotopes in the marine environment.

Materials

Pu analyses of IAEA reference materials IAEA-134,
IAEA-135, IAEA-381 and IAEA-384 and sediment and
seawater samples from the Marshall Islands and French
Polynesia collected in the framework of the research
project “World-wide Marine Radioactivity
Monitoring”17 were carried out using SAS, LSS, high
resolution ICP-MS and AMS. The materials and
procedures used for the treatment of marine samples are
described below. The chemical procedures included pre-
concentration (water) or total dissolution by
concentrated acids (sediment), extraction and
purification with anion exchange or extraction
chromatography and electrodeposition on stainless steel
discs or source preparation for direct ICP-MS and AMS
analyses.

0236–5731/2001/USD 17.00 Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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Pre-treatment of samples Samples were dissolved in conc. HNO3 for 8 hours and
centrifuged to separate the supernate. The residue was
totally dissolved in conc. HCl, HF and HClO4.Seawater samples were pre-treated on ship board.

The samples were filtered (0.45 µm), acidified with
conc. HCl (pH 1) and 236Pu or 242Pu tracers were added.
Afterwards, proper amounts of saturated KMnO4 were
added and mixed with 10M NaOH solution adjusting the
pH to 9–10. Then 0.5M MnCl2 was added adjusting the
pH to 7–8 to co-precipitate plutonium and manganese
oxide.

Purification of plutonium

The combined solution (8M HNO3) was passed
through a Bio rad (1-X8, 100-200 mesh, Cl- form) anion
exchange column (φ10 mm×120 mm). The column was
washed with 100 ml of 8M HNO3 and then was washed
with 100 ml of 10M HCl. Finally Pu was eluted by
100 ml of 0.1M NH4I–9M HCl. The eluent was
evaporated to dryness and dissolved in 50 ml of 8M
HNO3. The above procedure was repeated to purify the
obtained plutonium.

The precipitates were transferred to the laboratory
and were dissolved using reducing agent (0.1 g/ml
NH2OH.HCl) with HCl. After Pu(III) was converted to
Pu(IV) with NaNO2, plutonium was co-precipitated with
50 mg of iron. The residues were dissolved in conc. HCl
and evaporated to dryness. 8M HNO3 was added to re-
dissolve the sample followed by the purification of
plutonium by anion exchange columns.

Electrodeposition

Dry sediment and biota samples (analysed by SAS)
were ashed for 24 hours at 600 °C in an electric furnace
and the yield determinants (236Pu or 242Pu) were added.

The effluent was evaporated to dryness and
electroplated onto a stainless steel disc for 1 hour at a
constant current of 1 A from Na2SO4 solution at pH 2.2.

Fig. 1. Flow chart of Pu procedures for SAS and LSS
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of Pu procedures for mass spectrometry

Source preparations for mass-spectrometry analyses technique with 236Pu or 242Pu using the half-life of
239Pu (24,119 y), 240Pu (6,563 y), 241Pu (14.35 y) and
242Pu (3.733.105 y), and a few samples (with and
without 242Pu tracer) were prepared for measurement of
242Pu. The flow diagrams of the analytical procedures
used for alpha and mass spectrometry are summarized in
Figs 1 and 2.

After SAS measurements, the discs were either
directly analysed by LSS (for 241Pu) or leached by
concentrated HNO3 and the remaining samples prepared
for ICP-MS and AMS measurements. The sample
solutions leached from the discs were purified by anion
exchange columns to remove any impurities (polyatomic
ions UH+, organic fragments) which could produce
interference or matrix effects. For the measurement of Pu
isotopes by AMS, the plutonium was dispersed in an iron
oxide matrix, adjusted to the atom ratios of 242Pu:Fe
(10–10 to 10–9), evaporated to dryness, and baked at
550 °C to obtain Fe2O3. The resulting samples were
mixed with Al powder (in the proportions of 4:1 by
weight), which served as an electrical and thermal
conductor, and pressed firmly into the sample holders.9

All sample preparations were carried out in clean, low-
level analytical laboratories. The activities of all Pu
isotopes were calculated on the basis of isotopic dilution

Results and discussion

IAEA reference materials

The results of analyses of IAEA reference materials
by SAS, LSS, ICP-MS and AMS are presented in Tables
1 to 4. The concentrations of 239,240Pu in IAEA-134
(Irish Sea Cockle Flesh) analysed by SAS ranged
from (15.5±1.4) to (16.0±1.4) Bq.kg–1 (mean value:
(15.8±1.0) Bq.kg–1), these results are in good agreement
with the recommended value of (15.0) Bq.kg–1.
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Table 1. The results of plutonium isotopes obtained by SAS and ICP-MS in IAEA-134 (Irish Sea Cockle Flesh)

Method 238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu, 239,240Pu, 238Pu/239,240Pu 240Pu/239Pu
Bq.kg–1 Bq.kg–1 Bq.kg–1 Bq.kg–1

SAS 3.1 ± 0.4 – – 16.0 ± 1.4 0.191 ± 0.030 –
SAS 2.8 ± 0.4 – – 15.5 ± 1.4 0.183 ± 0.028 –
ICP-MS – 9.8 ± 0.8 7.7 ± 0.6 17.5 ± 1.0 – 0.212 ± 0.008
Mean 3.0 ± 0.2 9.8 ± 0.8 7.7 ± 0.6 16.3 ± 0.8 0.187 ± 0.020 0.212 ± 0.008
Recommended value 3.1* – – 15 – –
95% confidence interval 3.0 – 3.4* 13.8 – 16.2

* Information value.

Table 2. The results of plutonium isotopes obtained by SAS, ICP-MS, AMS and LSS in IAEA-135 (Irish Sea Sediment)

Method 238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu, 242Pu, 239,240Pu,
Bq.kg–1 Bq.kg–1 Bq.kg–1 Bq.kg–1 Bq.kg–1 Bq.kg–1

SAS 41 ± 2 – – – – 216 ± 9
SAS 43 ± 2 – – – – 228 ± 10
ICP-MS – 126 ± 11 96 ± 8 3930 ± 300 – 222 ± 13
ICP-MS – 128 ± 10 100 ± 8 4020 ± 320 0.056 ± 0.006 228 ± 18
AMS – 129 ± 13 92 ± 9 0.033 ± 0.001 221 ± 16
LSS – – – 2780 ± 300 – –
LSS – – – 3170 ± 300 – –
Mean 42 ± 1 127 ± 8 96 ± 6 3500 ± 500 0.046 ± 0.003 223 ± 5
Recommended value 43 213
95% confidence interval 41.6 – 45.0 205 – 226

Method 238Pu/239,240Pu 240Pu/239Pu 241Pu/239Pu 242Pu/239Pu

SAS 0.190 ± 0.012 – – –
SAS 0.186 ± 0.013 – – –
ICP-MS – 0.204 ± 0.008 0.0217 ± 0.0011 –
ICP-MS – 0.210 ± 0.008 0.0224 ± 0.0011 0.0068 ± 0.0007
AMS – 0.192 ± 0.027 – 0.0041 ± 0.0041
AMS – 0.246 ± 0.043 – –
Mean 0.188 ± 0.002 0.207 ± 0.006 0.0221 ± 0.0080 0.0055 ± 0.0021

The results obtained by ICP-MS are higher than the
recommended value (an average of (17.5±1.0) Bq.kg–1),
but within 2σ in a 95% confidence interval. The atom
ratio of 240Pu/239Pu is (0.212±0.010) and agrees with
the previous result (0.200±0.010)18 within 1 standard
deviation (σ).

(0.0068±0.0002), respectively. The value obtained by
ICP-MS is higher than the global fallout ratio
(0.0039±0.0010).13

The concentrations of 239,240Pu analysed by SAS in
IAEA-381 (Irish Sea Water) ranged from (0.014±0.001)
to (0.015±0.001) Bq.kg–1 (mean value: (0.014±0.001)
Bq.kg–1) are in good agreement (within 1σ) with the
recommended value (0.0142) Bq.kg–1. The ICP-MS
results showed (0.014±0.001) to (0.016±0.001) Bq.kg–1

(the mean value: (0.015±0.001) Bq.kg–1), within the
95% confidence interval. The mean atom ratio of
240Pu/239Pu is (0.242±0.004). This atom ratio is higher
than the global fallout ratio (0.176±0.014)19 and
comparable to those of IAEA-134 and IAEA-135. The
results of 239,240Pu obtained by AMS in IAEA-381
showed (0.016±0.001) Bq.kg–1, this value is higher than
the recommended value, but agrees well (within 1σ) with
the results of SAS and ICP-MS. The mean atom ratio of
240Pu/239Pu is (0.242±0.028), which is in good
agreement with the ICP-MS results. The atom ratio of
242Pu/239Pu in IAEA-381, measured by ICP-MS was

The concentrations of 239,240Pu in IAEA-135 (Irish
Sea Sediment) analysed by SAS ranged from (216±9) to
(228±10) Bq.kg–1 (mean value: 222±7), and agreed with
the recommended value (213 Bq.kg–1). The ICP-MS
results showed values between (222±13) to (228±18)
Bq.kg–1 (the mean value of (224±10) Bq.kg–1) is still
within the 95% confidence interval. The mean atom ratio
of 240Pu/239Pu is (0.207±0.006), which is similar to the
previous result (0.211±0.004).18 The result of 239,240Pu
obtained by AMS showed (221±16) Bq.kg–1, this value
agrees well with the values of SAS and ICP-MS. Also,
the mean atom ratio of 240Pu/239Pu is (0.219±0.022),
which is in agreement with the ICP-MS results.
The atom ratios of 242Pu/239Pu measured by AMS and
ICP-MS in IAEA-135 are (0.0041±0.0041) and
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(0.0084±0.0004) and (0.0093±0.0005), higher than the
global fallout ratio in the Northern Hemisphere. The
atom ratios of 240Pu/239Pu and 242Pu/239Pu in IAEA-
134, IAEA-135 and IAEA-381 were also higher than the

global fallout ratio. This means that Pu in these reference
materials has the same origin, discharges from Sellafield
reprocessing plant, in which 240Pu and 242Pu were
enriched in comparison to global fallout.

Table 3. The results of plutonium isotopes obtained by SAS, ICP-MS and AMS in IAEA-381 (Irish Sea Water)

Method 238Pu, mBq.kg–1 239Pu, mBq.kg–1 240Pu, mBq.kg–1 242Pu, mBq.kg–1 239,240Pu, mBq.kg–1

SAS 3.4 ± 0.3 – – – 14 ± 1
SAS 3.5 ± 0.3 – – – 15 ± 1
SAS 3.0 ± 0.3 – – – 14 ± 1
SAS – – – – 14 ± 1
ICP-MS – 8.0 ± 0.8 8.3 ± 0.8 0.0043 ± 0.0002 16 ± 1
ICP-MS – 8.3 ± 0.8 7.0 ± 0.7 0.0047 ± 0.0002 15 ± 1
ICP-MS – 7.8 ± 0.8 6.3 ± 0.6 – 14 ± 1
ICP-MS – 8.1 ± 0.8 7.1 ± 0.7 – 15 ± 1
AMS – 8.7 ± 0.3 7.0 ± 0.2 – 16 ± 1
Mean 3.3 ± 0.2 8.2 ± 0.3 7.1 ± 0.5 0.0045 ± 0.0001 15 ± 1
Recommended value 3.17 – – – 14.2
95% confidence interval 3.10 – 3.50 13.2 – 15.2

Method 238Pu/239,240Pu 240Pu/239Pu 242Pu/239Pu

SAS 0.214 ± 0.024 – –
SAS 0.237 ± 0.023 – –
SAS 0.212 ± 0.022 – –
ICP-MS – 0.282 ± 0.010 0.0084 ± 0.0004
ICP-MS – 0.226 ± 0.008 0.0093 ± 0.0005
ICP-MS – 0.218 ± 0.008 –
ICP-MS – 0.240 ± 0.009 –
AMS – 0.242 ± 0.028 –
Mean 0.221 ± 0.011 0.242 ± 0.022 0.0089 ± 0.0006

Table 4. The results of plutonium isotopes obtained by SAS, ICP-MS and AMS in IAEA-384 (Fangataufa Lagoon Sediment)

Method 238Pu, Bq.kg–1 239Pu, Bq.kg–1 240Pu, Bq.kg–1 242Pu, mBq.kg–1 239,240Pu, Bq.kg–1

SAS 41 ± 3 – – – 107 ± 7
SAS 39 ± 4 – – – 108 ± 9
SAS 44 ± 2 – – – 120 ± 5
SAS 38 ± 2 – – – 107 ± 4
ICP-MS – 102 ± 8 19 ± 2 – 121 ± 8
ICP-MS – 101 ± 8 18 ± 1 1.93 ± 0.46 119 ± 8
AMS – 109 ± 11 14 ± 1 0.66 ± 0.03 123 ± 11
Mean 40 ± 2 104 ± 4 17 ± 2 1.30 ± 0.23 115 ± 7
Recommended value 41 – – – –
95% confidence interval 38.1 – 39.1 – – – –

Method 238Pu/239,240Pu 240Pu/239Pu 242Pu/239Pu

SAS 0.379 ± 0.037 – –
SAS 0.361 ± 0.046 – –
SAS 0.368 ± 0.023 – –
SAS 0.355 ± 0.023 – –
ICP-MS – 0.052 ± 0.002 –
ICP-MS – 0.051 ± 0.002 0.0003 ± 0.0001
AMS – 0.042 ± 0.005 0.0001 ± 0.0001
AMS – 0.048 ± 0.002 –
Mean 0.370 ± 0.016 0.048 ± 0.004 0.0002 ± 0.0001
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IAEA-384 reference material (Fangataufa Lagoon
Sediment) measured by SAS showed 239,240Pu
concentrations from (107±4) to (120±5) Bq.kg–1, the
mean value is (111±3) Bq.kg–1. The ICP-MS mean
value is (120±6) Bq.kg–1 and the AMS value is
(123±11) Bq.kg–1, both in agreement with the SAS
value. The mean atom ratio of 240Pu/239Pu is
(0.052±0.001) by ICP-MS and (0.046±0.005) by AMS,
which are much lower than the global fallout ratio.
IAEA-384 is enriched in 239Pu as a result of low burn-up
atmospheric nuclear bomb tests carried out at Fangataufa
Atoll (a tropospheric component).13 It was reported that
weapons-grade Pu (thermonuclear and fission) was
mainly composed of 239Pu (240Pu less than 5%), while
Pu from global fallout had a different composition
[239Pu (80%) and 240Pu (20%)].16 The atom ratios of
242Pu/239Pu measured by AMS and ICP-MS were
(0.0001±0.0001) and (0.0003±0.0001), lower than the
global fallout ratio (due to 239Pu enrichment in samples).

reported for intercomparison exercise IAEA-13520 from
(2,260±280) to (3,990±50) Bq.kg–1. The mean atom
ratio of 241Pu/239Pu in IAEA-135 is ten times higher
than the global fallout value (0.0019±0.0003) for the
Northern Hemisphere.13 It suggests that sediment was
enriched in 241Pu originating from Sellafield
reprocessing plant.

Evaluation of results obtained by SAS, LSS,
ICP-MS and AMS

Generally, the results of 239,240Pu analyses obtained
by SAS, ICP-MS and AMS for IAEA reference
materials were in reasonable agreement (R2 = 0.99,
confidence interval 95%) (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, ICP-MS
results were a little higher than the recommended values
by up to 10%. These discrepancies could have been
caused by experimental errors contributing to the total
uncertainty. This has often been noticed in ICP-MS
analyses of Pu isotopes and in most cases, it was
suspected that some matrix or interference effects (like a
contribution of 238U or mPb35Cl) could have contributed
to the final results. There were no differences between
the results of atom ratios obtained by ICP-MS and AMS
[R2 = 0.99, confidence interval 95% (Fig. 4a)], both
methods have proved to be very useful tools for
identifying the origin of Pu in the marine environment.

The 241Pu results measured by LSS and ICP-MS in
IAEA-135 are presented in Table 2. The 241Pu results
obtained by LSS in IAEA-135 showed concentrations
from (2,780±300) to (3,170±300) Bq.kg–1, with a mean
value of (2,980±200) Bq.kg–1. ICP-MS showed
(3,930±300) to (4,020±320) Bq.kg–1, with a mean value
of (3,980±200) Bq.kg–1, which are much higher than the
LSS results. But both results are in the range of values

    

Fig. 3. Comparisons of plutonium data obtained by ICP-MS and SAS (a), and by AMS and SAS (b)

    

Fig. 4. Relationships between 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios as obtained by AMS and ICP-MS (a),
comparison of 241Pu data as obtained by ICP-MS and LSS (b)
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SAS is still a powerful technique because of
simplicity of measurement, good resolution and
reasonable sensitivity for specific radionuclides,
especially with short half-lives. However, long counting
times for low activity samples are needed and separation
of 239Pu and 240Pu is difficult, but possible with a
suitable deconvolution software.21

Conclusions

Pu isotopic signature provided good information on
Pu origin in analysed samples. IAEA reference materials
(IAEA-134, IAEA-135 and IAEA-381) are characterised
by 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios of (0.212±0.010),
(0.211±0.004) and (0.242±0.004), respectively,
confirming the origin of Pu in the samples from
Sellafield reprocessing plant. IAEA-384 (Fangataufa
Lagoon Sediment) gave a 240Pu/239Pu atom ratio of
(0.051±0.001).

ICP-MS has been proved to be the most powerful
tool to analyse Pu isotopes because of its many
advantages (high sensitivity, fast analysis, multi-isotopic
composition including beta-emitters, low cost per
analysis and small sample size). In spite of the many
advantages, we found in our studies that ICP-MS
requires good separation of 238U for 239Pu analysis and
the elimination of matrix effect such as polyatomic
chlorides and oxides which could pose problems.7

Therefore, before the ICP-MS measurements are carried
out more careful purification procedures by extraction
chromatography are needed.

Generally, results on 239,240Pu analysis by SAS were
in good agreement with ICP-MS and AMS
measurements (R2 = 0.99). The comparison of 241Pu
measurements between ICP-MS and LSS showed a
reasonably good agreement (R2 = 0.91), as well.

Sample purification after leaching of discs used in
SAS analyses is necessary to avoid interference and
matrix effects in ICP-MS measurements.

AMS can minimize the sample size requirement due
to its low detection limits of below 106 atom of 239Pu.
Further, AMS has low matrix and interference effects
compared to ICP-MS. Therefore, the purification of
plutonium leached from the discs after SAS
measurements is not necessary. However, AMS
operation is more complex and a well experienced team
is required. Also, the analysis is more expensive.

ICP-MS and AMS have proved to be high sensitive
techniques which will be used more frequently in the
future for analysis of Pu isotopes in the marine
environment.

*

The authors would like to thank IAEA-MEL colleagues, especially
C. GUSTAVSEN for her assistance in editing this manuscript and
M. K. PHAM and P. SCOTTO for their help in the preparation of
materials. IAEA-MEL operates under an agreement between the IAEA
and the Government of the Principality of Monaco.

241Pu results obtained by LSS and ICP-MS were in
reasonable agreement with a correlation coefficient of
R2 = 0.91 (Fig. 4a). ICP-MS measurements often showed
low count rates (similar to background values), peak
shifts due to matrix effects and over-estimations caused
by interference. The 241Pu measurements by LSS
showed several advantages such as relatively simple
measurements, and it is often not necessary to strip Pu
from the disc, therefore, discs can be retrieved again for
other purposes (mass-spectrometry measurements) after
LSS analysis. However, several problems have been
registered, e.g., if some contaminants (like Fe, Pt) are
electroplated with Pu, they can produce quenching
effects which could decrease the detection efficiency,
shift alpha and beta spectra and mis-classify alpha
events.4 On the other hand, the calculation of LSS results
depends on the chemical recovery given by SAS,
therefore, the exact chemical yield should be determined
by SAS. The relative precision of Pu results as obtained
in the presented analyses were by SAS (239,240Pu), ICP-
MS (239,240Pu), AMS (239,240Pu) and LSS (241Pu) 5%,
7%, 10% and 8%, respectively. However, these values
can differ for different types of samples, sensitivity of
instruments, etc.
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